
Matchday 2 (17th October 2012) 
 
Premier Division 
 
Bats with Terry Dean, Les Hopkins and Samantha Monk came out on top with 
an 8-2 win over newly promoted Burgess Tigers. For Bats a treble for Terry and 
Les plus the valuable one from Samantha. With a point at stake Terry and Les 
defeated Angus Ogg and Mike Day in the doubles. For Burgess Tigers Angus 
and Mike won one apiece with Mike having a real battle losing in the fifth to Les. 
 
A thrilling match saw Dynamos vs Cuckfield ending in a 5-5 draw. For Dynamos 
two each for Richard Caddy and Mounis Abosedira plus one for Peter Caddy. 
For Cuckfield a well earned treble from Beverley Godfrey and one from Jim 
Griffin. With Cuckfield number one Paul Read away, junior Annabel Bridger 
stepped into the breech as third player. Again with a point at stake Beverley and 
Jim defeated Richard and Mounis 12-10 in the fifth to earn the five all draw. 
 
Lindfield Thunderbolts with Andrew Sharland, Eric Smith and David Metcalfe 
were very pleased to defeat Warriors who had Marc Burman dropping out with 
work commitments and Lyle Cyster stepping in as replacement together with 
Kate and Barry Cheer. For Thunderbolts an excellent treble from Andrew and 
two from David who defeated both Lyle and Kate plus one from Eric. In the 
doubles the father and daughter combination of Barry and Kate proved too 
strong for Andrew and Eric who were defeated 11-8, 11-8, 3-11, 11-2. Final 
score 6-4 to Thunderbolts. 
 
Bullets with Tomas Pomej, Fred Bodeau and Andy Steel went home a happy 
team in gunning down Steve Chambers, Toby Champneys and Michael Bridger 
of Hang Em High 6-4. For Bullets a well earned treble from Fred who came 
back from two down to defeat Michael 12-10 in the fifth then went on to defeat 
Steve also in the fifth. Two wins for Tomas and Andy just failed to get on the 
score sheet. Yet again the doubles were played with a point at stake but Tomas 
and Fred were not to be denied a win, defeating Steve and Michael in four. 
For Hang Em High two for Michael and one each for Steve and Toby. 
 
Division One 

 
Magiks with Mel Sims, Kevin Deacon and Tony Turk showed no mercy in the 9-
1 defeat of the Wild Bunch with Kate Bridger, Tom and Luca Christophersen. 
For Magiks trebles for both Tony and Kevin plus two for Mel. Kevin and Tony 
defeated juniors Kate and Luca in the doubles. For The Wild Bunch Tom 
defeated Mel to prevent a clean sweep. Luca just lost to Tony 10-12 in the fifth 
and Kate took a set off Tony.  
 
The new look team Wanderers with Ray Parker, Phil Harvey and Marcin 
Andrzejewski will be the team to beat this season. This week they defeated 
Gangsters team of Nooch Staplehurst, Vincent L’Estrange and Jim Edwell 9-1. 
Marcin and Phil each got a treble with Ray loosing to Nooch. Ray and Phil won 
the doubles. For Gangsters the lone win for Nooch with Vincent losing two in 
the fifth and Jim losing one in the fifth. 



Ashenground had to play with two players this week, Shirley Williams and new 
signing Ron Gentry. Both played well with matches going to for and five sets. 
This was against The X Men with John Bridger, Tim Grant and Phil Sayers. 
Final score 10-0 to the X Men. 
 
Misfits with Michael Amor, Peter Booth and Brian Taite came through with a 7-3 
win over New Lads Jack Ashworth, Alex Bryant and Daniel Booth. With a closer 
result then the score suggests. For Misfits, trebles for Michael and Brian plus 
one for Peter. Michael and Peter won the doubles against Jack and Alex in the 
fifth. In this his first season in the league and playing for misfits Peter Booth 
made a good start by defeating his more experienced Brother Daniel in an 
exciting match 12-10 in the fifth. He also took a set of Jack Ashworth. For New 
Lads two for Jack Ashworth and one for Alex Bryant with Alex just losing to 
Brian 7-11, 10-12, 11-9, 11-8, 7-11.      

 
The league has a few spaces for reserve players in both the Premier and the 
First Divisions. Contact Brian briantaite@hotmail.co.uk for info. 
 
Report by Brian Taite 


